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Abstract—For entity resolution, it remains very challenging
to find the solution with quality guarantees as measured by both
precision and recall. In this demo, we propose a HUman-and-
Machine cOoperative framework, denoted by HUMO, for entity
resolution. Compared with the existing approaches, HUMO
enables a flexible mechanism for quality control that can enforce
both precision and recall levels. We also introduce the problem
of minimizing human cost given a quality requirement and
present corresponding optimization techniques. Finally, we demo
that HUMO achieves high-quality results with reasonable return
on investment (ROI) in terms of human cost on real datasets.

Video: http://www.wowbigdata.com.cn/HUMO/video.html.

I. INTRODUCTION

Entity resolution (ER) usually refers to identifying the rela-
tional records that correspond to the same real-world entity. It
has been extensively studied in literature [1]. However, most of
the existing approaches do not have the mechanism for quality
control. Even though there exists some work [2] (based on
active learning) that can optimize recall while guaranteeing a
user-specified precision level, it is usually desirable in practice
that the results have quality guarantees on both precision and
recall fronts.

To this end, we propose a human-and-machine cooperative
framework (HUMO) with a flexible mechanism for quality
control. Its primary idea is to divide the pair instances in an
ER task into easy ones, which can be labelled by machine
with high accuracy, and more challenging ones, which require
human intervention. HUMO is, to some extent, motivated by
the success of human and machine cooperation in problem
solving as demonstrated by crowdsourcing applications. We
note that crowdsourcing for ER [3] mainly focused on how
to make human work effectively and efficiently given a task.
HUMO instead investigates the problem of how to divide the
workload in a task between human and machine such that a
quality requirement can be met. Since the workload assigned
to human can usually be performed by crowdsourcing, HUMO
can be considered to be a preprocessing step before a crowd-
sourcing task can be invoked. This demo makes the following
contributions:

• We propose a human-and-machine cooperative frame-
work (HUMO) for entity resolution that can enforce
quality control on both precision and recall fronts;

• We introduce the problem of minimizing human cost
given a quality requirement in HUMO and propose
corresponding optimization techniques;

• We demo that HUMO achieves high-quality results
with reasonable ROI in terms of human cost on real
datasets;

II. FRAMEWORK & SOLUTIONS

A. Framework

Given a set of record pair instances D, an ER task is
to label each instance in D as matched or unmatched. The
purpose of HUMO is to divide D into two disjoint subsets
Dm and Dh, which are then labelled by machine and human
respectively, such that user-specified precision and recall levels
can be met with minimal human effort. We suppose that each
instance in D has a machine-computed similarity value, which
measures the record similarity between the corresponding pair.
As in [2], we suppose that D statistically satisfies the property
of monotonicity of match proportion, which is defined as
follows:

Assumption 1 (Monotonicity of Match Proportion): A
value interval I1 is dominated by another interval I2, denoted
by I1 � I2, if every value in I1 is less than every value in
I2. We say that match proportion is monotonic with respect
to similarity if for any two similarity value intervals I1 � I2
in [0,1], r(I1) ≤ r(I2), in which r(Ii) denotes the match
proportion of the instances whose similarity values are located
in Ii.

The underlying intuition of Assumption 1 is that the more
similar two records are, the more likely it is that they refer
to the same real-world entity. Based on the monotonicity
assumption, HUMO divides the similarity interval [0,1] into
three disjoint intervals, {I1=[0,vl),I2=[vl,vu],I3=(vu,1]}, and
correspondingly D into three disjoint subsets, as shown in
Figure 1, in which Di represents the set of instances whose
similarity values are located in Ii. HUMO automatically labels
the instances in D1 as unmatched, the instances in D3 as
matched, and assigns the instances in D2 for human verifi-
cation.
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Fig. 1: The HUMO Framework

For simplicity of presentation, this demo assumes that the
instances in D2 can be manually labelled with 100% accuracy.
The effectiveness of HUMO however does not depend on the
100%-accuracy assumption. In fact, HUMO can work properly
provided that a quality guarantee can be enforced on D2,
but the best quality guarantee it can achieve is no better
than that of D2. The optimization purpose of HUMO is to
minimize the required human effort given a quality guarantee.
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By quantifying human effort by the number of instances in
D2, we can present the optimization problem as

minimize |D2|
subject to

|D2| · r(D2) + |D3| · r(D3)

|D2| · r(D2) + |D3| ≥ β,

|D2| · r(D2) + |D3| · r(D3)

|D1| · r(D1) + |D2| · r(D2) + |D3| · r(D3)
≥ γ,

(1)

in which β and γ denote the user-specified precision and
recall levels, and r(Di) the ground-truth match proportion of
Di. Note that HUMO achieves the 100% precision and recall
levels in the extreme case of all the instances being assigned
to human (i.e. D2=D). In general, its achieved precision and
recall levels tend to decrease as D2 becomes smaller.

B. Solutions

The challenge of solving the optimization problem as
presented in Equation 1 mainly results from the observation
that the ground-truth match proportions of D1 and D3 are
unknown and have to be estimated. Here we briefly sketch our
solutions, whose technical details can be found in our technical
report [4].

Baseline. The baseline solution begins with an initial middle-
valued similarity (e.g. the boundary value of a learned clas-
sifier) and then incrementally identifies the lower and upper
bounds of the similarity interval of D2, vl and vu. To enforce
precision, it iteratively moves vu from viu to a higher value
of vi+1

u . With the monotonicity assumption, it can be proved
that the precision requirement of β on D would be met once
the match proportion of Ii=[viu,vi+1

u ] exceeds a corresponding
threshold. Similarly, recall can be enforced by incrementally
moving vl to a lower value.

Sampling-based. The drawback to the baseline solution is that
it may overestimate (sometimes greatly) the match proportion
of the instances with low similarities and also underestimate
(but to a lesser extent) the match proportion of the instances
with high similarities. Therefore, we have also proposed an
improved approach based on match proportion estimation.
It divides D into many disjoint subsets and estimates their
match proportions by sampling. To save human cost, not all
the subsets are required to be sampled. With the sampled
estimates, it then approximates the match proportions of all
the subsets by either a singular function (e.g. logistic function)
or a combination of radial basis functions (RBFs). Finally, it
computes the lower and upper similarity bounds of D2 based
on the estimated match proportion function on D.

III. DEMO AND EVALUATION

We have implemented a prototype system, as shown in
Figure 2, which consists of four components of controller
panel (CP), data preprocessing (DP), quality control (QC),
and instance labelling (IL). CP provides with an interactive
interface to carry out an ER task and print out the logs. DP
analyzes raw data and measures the similarity between a pair
of records by a user-specified metric. QC samples instances
from an input D, estimates the match proportion function on
D and identifies the subset of D requiring human verification.
IL enables human to label instances from QC as matched or
unmatched and returns results to QC.

DP

QC

IL

CP

Fig. 2: The HUMO Demo System

TABLE I: Evaluation Results on the Abt-Buy Dataset.

Quality
Requirement

Precision & Recall Pct. of Manual Work (%)

Baseline
LOG
(Avg.)

RBF
(Avg.)

Baseline
LOG
(Avg.)

RBF
(Avg.)

β = 0.80 β̂ = 0.99 β̂ = 0.81 β̂ = 0.82
62.09 29.25 16.10

γ = 0.80 γ̂ = 0.98 γ̂ = 0.92 γ̂ = 0.84

β = 0.90 β̂ = 0.99 β̂ = 0.90 β̂ = 0.90
73.14 52.33 26.36

γ = 0.90 γ̂ = 0.99 γ̂ = 0.98 γ̂ = 0.92

The evaluation results of HUMO on the real Abt-Buy
dataset1 are presented in Table I. The reported manual work
percentages of the sampling-based solutions include sampling
cost. Also note that for the sampling-based solutions, different
runs may result in different subsets of D2 and different
matching qualities. Their reported results are therefore the
averages over 100 runs. We have the following observations:
(1) the baseline solution achieves the precision and recall levels
well beyond what are required, but needs heavy human effort.
In comparison, the sampling solutions achieve the precision
and recall levels very close to what are required with much
less human effort; (2) the sampling solution based on RBFs
performs the best among them. It achieves good-quality results
with reasonable ROI.
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